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Discovering international contemporary
photography in Brunswick
The Museum for Photography Brunswick exhibits international contemporary
photography with a main focus on the artistic examination of said medium.
This makes the museum one of the few that concentrates on the diversity of
photographic imagery and artistic possibilities in the context of societal issues.
TEXT: JESSICA HOLZHAUSEN

With its two classicist former gatehouses
built in the 19th century, the museum also
counts among the city’s unique architectural features. The museum is idyllically
situated by the river Oker and next to the
‘Louvre of the North’, the Herzog Anton
Ulrich Museum. Visitors can explore the
dialogue between photography, painting
and sculpture.
The Museum for Photography regularly
holds exhibitions showcasing its collection.
This includes photography from the 19th
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century with, for example, works of Nadar
or Julia Margaret Cameron, as well as estates like the one of Käthe Buchler (1876
– 1930). In an international cooperation,
her work is also currently shown in the
United Kingdom. The Museum for
Photography’s collection also contains the
work of important representatives of international contemporary photographic art,
and with the project ‘Jürgen Becker. New
York 1972’ in 2017, the museum displayed
the facets of photography in the famous
writer’s work. From 21 March to 6 May

2018 the exhibition will now also be shown
in the Kunsthaus Nürnberg/Kulturquartier,
as one of the museum’s cooperations.
Elsewhere in the its calendar in 2018,
from 27 April to 26 June, the museum will
house the first German solo-exhibition of
Stephen Gill’s work and will additionally
show his ‘Nobody Books’ in a separate exhibition about photo books.
www.photomuseum.de
Instagram @museumfuerphotographie
and @museumfuerphotographiekids
Left: Stephen Gill, from the series ‘Talking to Ants’,
2009-2013/2013. Photo: © Stephen Gill / Courtesy of
Christophe Guye Galerie, Zurich
Top right: Jürgen Becker, from the series ‘New York 1972‘.
Photo: © Jürgen Becker / Courtesy Boris Becker, Cologne
Below right: The Museum for Photography Brunswick.
Photo: © Uwe Brodmann

